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Wavelength-Reused Hierarchical Optical Network
on Chip Architecture for Manycore Processors

Feiyang Liu, Haibo Zhang, Yawen Chen, Zhiyi Huang, and Huaxi Gu

Abstract—Manycore processor becomes the mainstream platform for cloud computing applications. However, the design of high-
performance and sustainable inter-core communication network is still a challenging problem. Optical Network on Chip (ONoC) is a
promising chip-scale optical communication technology with high bandwidth capacity and energy efficiency. In this paper, we present
a Wavelength Reused Hierarchical ONoC architecture, WRH-ONoC. It leverages the nonblocking wavelength-routed �-router and the
hierarchical networking to reuse the limited number of available wavelengths. In WRH-ONoC, all the cores are grouped to multiple
subsystems, and the cores in the same subsystem are directly interconnected using a single �-router for nonblocking communication. For
inter-subsystem communication, all subsystems are further connected through multiple �-routers and gateways in a hierarchical manner.
Thus, the available wavelengths can be reused in different �-routers. Furthermore, WRHm-ONoC, an efficient extension with multicast ability
is also proposed. Given the numbers of cores and available wavelengths, we derive the minimum hardware requirement, the expected end-
to-end delay, and the maximum data rate. Theoretical analysis and simulation results indicate WRH-ONoC achieves prominent improvement
on communication performance and sustainability, e.g., 46.0% of reduction on zero-load delay and 72.7% of improvement on throughput for
400 cores with modest hardware cost and energy overhead.

Index Terms—Manycore processor, Optical Network on Chip (ONoC), sustainability, routing protocol, wavelength reuse, hierarchical network.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THe development of today’s processor has moved to an
era with many micro-cores in a single chip, e.g., 72

cores in Tilera Tile-Gx72 [2], 80 cores in Intel Teraflops [3],
and 256 cores in Kalray MPPA [4]. Manycore processor is
becoming the mainstream platform for streaming applica-
tions, cloud computing, data center, and supercomputing
systems [5]. It was predicted that thousands of or even
more cores will be integrated in a manycore processor in the
near future [6]. With the rapid development of high-speed
cores and the large requirement of data communication
between cores [7] [8], an inter-core communication network
should achieve high sustainability, i.e., obtaining low delay
and high bandwidth capacity with low hardware cost and
energy overhead. Even though the conventional electrical
interconnect is efficient for small-scale processors with tens
of cores, in the future it is hard to meet the communication
requirement and energy efficiency of large-scale manycore
processors with more than hundreds of cores, due to deep
submicron effects of metallic interconnects, e.g., increased
link delay and leakage power [9]. The design of sustainable
inter-core network architecture and communication scheme
is a challenging problem for manycore processors [10].

Recent advances in nanophotonics have led to the de-
velopment of Optical Network on Chip (ONoC), a silicon-
compatible optical interconnection network for the cores
at chip level, as an attractive solution to overcome the
limitations of conventional electrical interconnects [11] [12].
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In an ONoC architecture, data packets are transmitted
between cores by using modulated optical signals. With
the benefits of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM),
multiple optical signals can be transmitted simultaneously
through the same waveguide using different wavelengths,
thereby enabling extremely high throughput and low com-
munication delay [13] [14]. In industry, Intel announced
the use of silicon photonic architecture to define the next-
generation multicore processors and revealed its first inex-
pensive 100 Gbps optical chip in 2013 [15]. IBM advanced
a significant step by integrating photonic chip on the
same package as CPUs in 2015 [16]. However, from the
manufacture engineering point of view, at present optical
interconnects also suffer from many difficulties, such as the
lack of optical buffer and processing logics, and the limited
number of wavelength channels (e.g., 62 wavelengths in
maximum with 19 Gbps bandwidth and -20 dB noise toler-
ance [17]). Existing electrical-based schemes cannot be sim-
ply exploited in ONoC due to different physical properties
[6] [9]. Efficient wavelength reused ONoC architecture is a
promising but challenging research problem for the high-
performance and sustainable inter-core communication of
manycore processors [1] [18].

In this paper, we propose a Wavelength-Reused Hierar-
chical ONoC architecture, namely WRH-ONoC, for many-
core processors. The design principle of WRH-ONoC is to
achieve high-performance and sustainability communica-
tion for large-scale manycore processors by exploring the
benefits of hierarchical networking and wavelength reused
routing. In our scheme, all the cores in a manycore proces-
sor are grouped into subsystems. Then, wavelength-routed
�-router is employed to provide non-blocking optical com-
munication for each subsystem [19], while multiple �-
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routers and gateways are further connected in a hierar-
chical manner to provide high-bandwidth inter-subsystem
communication. The available wavelengths are reused in
different �-routers through wavelength reassignment in
gateways. Hence, WRH-ONoC is capable of interconnect-
ing even thousands of cores by using a limited number of
wavelengths. The key contributions are listed as follows:

• We propose a wavelength-reused hierarchical archi-
tecture that sustains the strength of �-router in high-
throughput communication, but offsets its weakness
in scalability. By dividing the cores into subsystems
and connecting them using �-routers in a hierarchical
network, available wavelengths can be reused in all
�-routers by wavelength reassignment in gateways.

• We design unicast and multicast routing schemes.
Intra-subsystem communication is fully nonblocking
via one hop of �-router, while high-throughput inter-
subsystem communication is achieved through par-
alleled wavelength reassignment in each gateway
and dynamic load balance among sibling gateways.
WRHm-ONoC is a system-level multicast extension.

• We derive the expected end-to-end communication
delay, the maximum data rate, and the average energy
consumption for the unicast communication, assuming
that the traffic follows Uniform distribution in space
and Poisson distribution in time.

• We analyse the hardware requirements of WRH-ONoC
with given number of cores. The results indicate that
optical devices can be reduced by ⇠90% in comparison
with the �-router scheme. Meanwhile, compared with
existing ONoC schemes, the overall hardware cost
measured in chip area can also be reduced.

• We carry out extensive simulations to evaluate WRH-
ONoC using both real data traces and synthetic traffic
patterns. Simulation results indicate that it is efficient
for both unicast and multicast communications. Com-
pared with existing schemes, it can achieve significant
improvement on the performance and scalability, e.g.,
with a decrease of 46.0% on zero-load delay and an
increase of 72.7% on throughput for 400 cores.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background and related work. Section 3
presents the network architecture and its communication
schemes. Section 4 theoretically analyses the performance,
and Section 5 presents the simulation results. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Optical Network on Chip

The fundamental components of an ONoC include light
sources, silicon waveguides, optical routers, modulators,
and photodetectors. Light source provides optical signals
on which information is carried, and it can be implemented
by using an off-chip laser coupled with power waveguides
[14] or on-chip lasers for each core [20]. Waveguide is the
optical transmission medium whose propagation loss can
be less than 1 dB/cm. Optical router conducts high-speed

switching for optical signals when its connection is config-
ured in advance. Modulator converts electrical signals into
optical signals (on-off keying) and injects them to waveg-
uides, and photodetector receives optical signals and con-
verts them back to electrical signals. Microring resonator
(MR) is the basic element of optical routers, modulators,
and photodetectors. It is a compact and energy-efficient
optical filter which is designed to pass optical signals with
a specific wavelength [21]. As shown in Fig. 1(a), when the
wavelength of an input signal �i equals to the resonant
wavelength �r of MR, the optical signal couples into the
MR and changes its direction; otherwise the optical signal
keeps in its original direction. Thus, in the optical switch,
optical signals with different wavelengths can be filtered
and routed to different outputs in parallel based on the
specific resonant wavelength of MRs, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 1: The principle of (a) microring resonator, and (b) op-
tical switch by filtering signals with different wavelengths.

2.2 �-Router
�-router is a wavelength-routed optical crossbar which
can provide nonblocking communication among all the
connected cores by using totally different wavelengths [19].
Fig. 2(a) illustrates the connection scheme of an 8-inputs⇥8-
outputs �-router. The key component in a �-router is the
2-inputs⇥2-outputs optical switching element (OSE) de-
signed by using two MRs which have the same resonant
wavelength �r, as shown in Fig. 2(b). When the wavelength
of input signal �i equals to �r of the OSE, the optical signal
will be coupled into an MR of OSE and output from one
port; otherwise the optical signal will pass the OSE and
output from the other port. OSE is an area-compact optical
device, and its footprint is less than 10⇥10µm2 when the
radius of each MR is smaller than 3µm in general [22].
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Fig. 2: �-router: (a) the connection architecture; (b) optical
switching element (OSE); (c) wavelength routing matrix.

For the nonblocking optical communication among the
connected cores, an N⇥N �-router needs to employ wave-
length routing by using N waveguides and N wavelengths.
Since there is no communication between input Ii and
output Oi as they connect to the same core {i}, the min-
imum number of MRs and OSEs required are N(N � 2)
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and dN(N�2)
2

e, respectively [1]. As illustrated in Fig. 2(a),
the layout of OSEs in a �-router is in N stages where the
number of OSEs in stage i is bN

2

c if i is odd and bN�3

2

c
if i is even [22]. In each stage, all the OSEs share the
same resonant wavelength �r. The wavelength used for
the communication between Ii and Oj is determined by
Mi,j 2 M, where M is the wavelength routing matrix. For
example, according to the matrix given in Fig. 2(c), M

2,3=�
4

and M
2,8=�

1

. The communication paths from I
2

to O
3

and
I
2

to O
8

are determined only by the wavelengths of �
4

and
�
1

respectively, as highlighted by dashed lines in Fig. 2(a).
�-router has several distinctive advantages: fully non-

blocking communication, multicast capability through
WDM, and low latency and high bandwidth. However, the
only drawback of �-router is its poor scalability. The number
of waveguides and wavelengths are linearly proportional to
the size of �-router (the number of ports), but the number
of OSEs and MRs increase quadratically. That makes it not
suitable for large-scale ONoCs, e.g., to connect 100 cores, a
�-router requires as many as 100 wavelengths, 100 waveg-
uides, and 4900 OSEs (9800 MRs) cascaded in 100 stages.

2.3 Related Work
Existing ONoC architectures can be generally classified to
two categories: all-optical [19] [23] [24] and electrical-optical
hybrid [12] [25] [26] [27]. All-optical architectures connect all
the cores with solely optical components, e.g., �-router [19],
ORNoC [23], and QuT [24]. Most of all-optical architectures
can provide the nonblocking communication through fixed
wavelength allocation, namely assigning different optical
routing paths or wavelengths fixedly between any two
cores, similar to �-router. However, their main drawback
is poor scalability, due to the limited available wavelengths
and quadratic increase of required optical devices.

This paper focuses on the research of electrical-optical
hybrid ONoC to achieve high scalability. Electrical-optical
hybrid architectures combine the properties of electrical
and optical interconnects. One type of hybrid architecture
is to employ the optical circuit-switching scheme, namely
using an extra electrical control network to conduct buffer-
ing and processing for the optical data network, e.g., PNoC
[12], HOME [28], and 3D-DMONoC [29]. The end-to-end
optical routing path is dedicatedly reserved by the electrical
network before a specific communication in a hop-by-hop
way. These schemes can provide guaranteed communica-
tion for data-intensive applications after the optical path
reservation. However, the time-consuming electrical path-
setup process leads to long preparation delay and low link
utilization for short packets due to severe contentions, es-
pecially for connecting up to hundreds of cores. Moreover,
for N cores, PNoC and 3D-DMONoC [29] need N electrical
and optical routers in a 2D/3D mesh/torus topology, while
HOME shares one optical router among four cores so
that it is a 2D mesh with N

4

nodes. These schemes can
lead to longer communication paths in average for large-
scale manycore systems. Partially considering the potential
hardware costs, WDM is not employed in these schemes.
In our scheme, the nonblocking �-routers with wavelength

routing is utilized, thus it needs no optical path reservation
in advance. Moreover, the communication path is signifi-
cantly shortened due to the hierarchical networking of �-
routers and the fast transmission in each �-router.

Another type is to construct a hierarchical network with
multiple electrical local interconnects and one or more op-
tical global interconnects. For instance, Corona [25], ATAC
[26], Firefly [27], OCMP [9], and LumiNOC [13] divide all
the cores in a large system into several small clusters, then
use an electrical network in each cluster and connect all
the clusters through ring-like optical crossbars. In these
schemes, the size of optical global network is constant
according to the number of available wavelengths, namely
64. For intra-cluster traffic, they use different electrical
interconnects, e.g., crossbar for Corona, mesh for ATAC,
Firefly, OCMP, and LumiNOC. For inter-cluster traffic, the
optical crossbar utilizes WDM to provide separate wave-
length channels among clusters, e.g., multi-write-single-
read for Corona, OCMP, and LumiNOC, while single-write-
multi-read for ATAC and Firefly. However, an arbitration
scheme is required to solve the access contentions to the
global optical network, since the wavelength need to be
dedicatedly reserved and cannot be reused. In terms of
scalability, the electrical intra-cluster interconnects are not
efficient, since in most cases the cores in the same cluster
are communication-intensive [30]; while the contentions in
the global optical network can also become their bottleneck,
especially when multiple cores share the same access point
in the optical network. Firefly and LumiNOC can only
reduce the contentions by increasing same redundant op-
tical interconnects. In our scheme, the optical interconnects
are used for both intra- and inter-subsystem traffics with
nonblocking �-routers, in which each input use different
wavelengths to different outputs, so it needs no extra arbi-
tration for the optical routing path. Moreover, the available
wavelengths can be reused in our scheme by wavelength
reassignment in gateways to achieve high scalability.

3 ARCHITECTURE AND COMMUNICATION
The design principle of our scheme is to sustain the strength
of �-router in nonblocking routing but offset its weakness in
poor scalability. In our scheme, the optical communication
is provided for both local traffic (in one hop) and global
traffic (in multiple hops), and no extra arbitration is needed
for optical interconnects due to the wavelength routing.

3.1 Hierarchical Networking
We aim to design an ONoC architecture to interconnect N
cores by using only W

max

wavelengths where N >>W
max

.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, all the cores are grouped into mul-
tiple subsystems. For generality, in this paper we suppose
each subsystem interconnects the same number of cores.
Within each subsystem, the cores are connected using a
small �-router with sufficient wavelengths, thereby pro-
viding nonblocking optical communication in each sub-
system. Communication between cores in different sub-
systems is done through the network hierarchy which
is constructed by using multiple �-routers and gateways
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Fig. 3: An example of WRH-ONoC for interconnecting 160 cores using 25 wavelengths with 3 levels of �-routers.

organised in a hierarchical manner. The gateways serve
as the bridges between �-routers to achieve wavelength
reuse, where optical signals can change their wavelengths.
Multiple sibling gateways, which connect with the same two
�-routers, are used to obtain high throughput by providing
paralleled wavelength reassignment between �-routers in
adjacent levels in the hierarchical network. Fig. 3 gives an
example of 160 cores using only 25 wavelengths via a three-
level hierarchical �-router network. 160 cores are divided
to 8 subsystems each with 20 cores, and 5 sibling gateways
are used to connect a �-router to the next-level �-router.

Through the wavelength reassignment in gateways, all
W

max

available wavelengths can be reused by each �-
router, which only connects with a group of cores instead
of the whole system, thereby overcoming the drawback
of scalability for using a large �-router directly. An off-
chip laser with multiple wavelengths is coupled to several
power waveguides which provide light source for each core
and gateway [25]. Currently, due to technology limitations
of chip-scale optical wavelength converter, the optical sig-
nal needs to be converted to electrical signal, temporarily
buffered, and then retransmitted using another wavelength.

From the perspective of networking, WRH-ONoC is simi-
lar to a tree network, i.e., the top-level �-router is the root and
cores are leaves. However, the most important difference is
that WRH-ONoC has multiple redundant channels between
each parent and child �-routers by using sibling gateways,
thus it can provide higher capacity between �-routers in
different levels. Load balance can be achieved by uniformly
choosing a sibling gateway for wavelength reassignment
between �-routers in a dynamic way. For instance, in Fig. 3,
there are 625 paths between CD and CE , depending on
which gateways are used in each hop.

3.2 Gateway Architecture
As shown in Fig. 4, each gateway consists of input/output
ports, optical-to-electrical (O/E) and electrical-to-optical
(E/O) converters, buffer queues, packet dispatchers, and
wavelength matrices. Each gateway has two separate pairs
of input/output ports: one pair for upward traffic from
a lower-level �-router to a higher-level �-router (upward
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Fig. 4: Gateway structure: (a) internal data paths for wave-
length assignment; (b) E/O converter with MR-based mod-
ulators; (c) O/E converter with MR-based photodetectors.
direction), and the other for downward traffic from a
higher-level �-router to a lower-level �-router (downward
direction). Each pair of input/output ports has independent
buffer queues. Let wl and wh be the number of wavelengths
used in the lower-level and higher-level �-routers which are
connected by a gateway, respectively.

There are wl MR-based photodetectors in O/E converter
for Input1 with each receiving for a specific wavelength.
The optical signal filtered by the MR with a resonant wave-
length �i is converted to electrical signal by the associated
photodetector and buffered in the input queue for �i. Sim-
ilarly, there are wh MR-based modulators in E/O converter
for Output1 with each operating for a specific wavelength.
The packet which is allocated for �j in the output buffer
is modulated by the MR with wavelength �j to optical
signal and then transmitted. The input queues and output
buffers are fully connected using an internal crossbar for
wavelength switching. For paralleled wavelength reassign-
ment in gateways, each input queue is associated with
a packet dispatcher which is responsible for dispatching
packets from input queues to corresponding outputs based
on the wavelength to be used in the next hop, according
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to the wavelength matrices. The design for the downward
direction is similar.

The gateway generally operates as follows: when a set
of WDM-based optical signals enter an input, each single-
wavelength signal is filtered by a specific MR, converted
to electrical signal and written to the corresponding input
queue based on the receiving wavelength, as shown in
Fig. 4(c). Each packet dispatcher works for one wavelength
and it continually dispatches packets from input queue to
output port. According to the destination of a packet, the
dispatcher determines the next-hop �-router for each packet
(details on choosing the next hop will be given in Sec-
tion 3.3), and looks up either the lower-level or higher-level
wavelength matrix to determine the carrier wavelength. As
shown in Fig. 4(b), the gateway continuously forwards the
packets stored in output buffers to MR-based modulators,
and multiple optical signals are multiplexed and transmit-
ted in a waveguide with different wavelengths.

The main advantages of gateway design include that
multiple optical signals with different wavelengths can be
processed concurrently, and there is no blocking in each
data channel thereby maximizing the wavelength utiliza-
tion. Although the signal conversion and packet buffering
introduce some delay, they have negligible impact on the
performance of manycore systems, because: (i) E/O and
O/E conversions can be done at very high speed (less than
100 ps) and with low energy cost (100 fJ/bit) [9]; (ii) in gen-
eral a large portion of traffic in an ONoC occurs locally due
to application properties or task mapping algorithm [30].

3.3 Communication Scheme
The foundation of packet routing is the positional prefix
address. Each core has a unique address in the form of
{networkID; coreID}. The coreID represents the unique iden-
tification of each core in the subsystem it belongs to, and it
has dlog

2

ne bits where n is the maximum number of cores
in a subsystem. The networkID is composed of several fields
for subnetworks {sl, ..., s

2

, s
1

} where l is the number of
levels of �-routers. Fig. 5 illustrates the address assignment
for the network given in Fig. 3. The number of bits for
coreID field is 5 as there are 20 cores in each subsystem.
In our design, the routing structure is a tree which rooted
at the top-level �-router, and all cores and gateways in a
subtree that rooted at one �-router forms a subnetwork. Let
|si| be the number of bits in the si field where 0<i l. |sl|
is 1 bit as there must be one �-router in the top level. |si|
is dlog

2

rie for i < l where ri is the maximum number of
level i �-routers which connect to a �-router at level i+1.
Thus, different level i �-routers can be uniquely denoted
by different addresses, as the example shown in Fig. 5.
3.3.1 Unicast Communication

Unicast communication happens between a source core and
a destination core, such as reading a remote cache line.
In our design, the unicast communication can be classified
into intra-subsystem unicast and inter-subsystem unicast. If the
networkID of source and destination addresses are equal,
it is an intra-subsystem unicast packet; otherwise it is an
inter-subsystem unicast packet.

SS0 SS1 SS2 SS3 SS4 SS5 SS6 SS7

�

� �

� � � � � � � �

0

0 1

00 10 11 00 01 10 11

Source: core 9
{0,0,10;01001}

Destination 2: core 6
{0,1,01;00110}

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

01
1G 2G

3G 4G

5G

Destination 1: core 7
{0,0,00;00111}

Fig. 5: Positional prefix address for the network hierarchy.

i = 1?1{ }l iS S �� equal?

To a downward 
gateway via level i-1
λ-router by , i--1{ }iS �

To an upward 
gateway via level 
i+1 λ-router, i++ 

To a gateway in  
the same level via

{ }iS

To destination 
core according to 

{coreID}

Source core generates a 
new inter packet, i = 1

yes

no

yesno

turnover

Input

Outputupward downward
Fig. 6: Routing process of an inter-subsystem packet.

For an intra-subsystem unicast packet, the source core
directly looks up its local wavelength matrix to determine
the right wavelength to be used, and it sends the packet
with this wavelength via the connected �-router.

For an inter-subsystem unicast packet, the source core
uniformly chooses a gateway from the sibling gateways
that connect to the same subsystem to achieve load balance,
and it sends the packet to the chosen gateway through the
bottom level �-router. Then the packet is routed in gate-
ways and delivered to the destination in a multi-hop man-
ner. The gateway determines the next-hop �-router and the
wavelength used for next-hop transmission. Fig. 6 shows
the general process of routing an inter-subsystem packet.

(I) Upward Transmission: When an inter-subsystem unicast
packet is generated, it needs to be transmitted upward in
the hierarchy according to the location of its destination.
Suppose a gateway receives the packet from a level i �-
router. If the {sl, ..., si+1

} fields of source and destination
addresses are not equal, the destination must be located
outside of the subnetwork which is rooted at the level i+1

�-router. Then, the gateway needs to transmit the packet
further upward. For example, in Fig. 5, a packet generated
by core 9 in SS2 with networkID {0, 0, 10} is to be routed
in the gateway G

2

. If the destination is core 6 in SS
5

with networkID {0, 1, 01}, the packet is routed upward to
gateway G

3

since the {s
3

, s
2

} fields are unequal.
(II) Turnover: If the {sl, ..., si+1

} fields of source and
destination addresses are equal while the {si, ..., s1} fields
are different, the destination must be located in the same
subnetwork rooted at the level i+1 �-router. The packet
is stopped from forwarding upward, and it is routed to a
sibling gateway which connects to another level i �-router
encoded with {si}. For example in Fig. 5, if the destination
of the packet generated by core 9 is core 7 in SS0 with
networkID {0, 0, 00}. Since the {s

3

, s
2

} fields of the source
and destination addresses are the same, G

2

routes this
packet to a sibling gateway G

1

which connects to another
�-router encoded as {s

1

}={00} at level 1.
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(III) Downward Transmission: After the turnover �-router,
the packet is routed in the downward direction. The rules
for transmitting a downward packet are: (i) if the gateway
connects to a level i+1 �-router and a level i �-router where
i > 1, the packet is routed to a gateway that connects the
level i �-router with the �-router encoded with {si�1} at
level i�1; (ii) if the gateway connects to the destination sub-
system, it transmits the packet directly to the destination
core via the bottom level �-router according to coreID. For
example, in Fig. 5, if G

4

needs to route the packet to core 6
in SS5, it sends the packet to gateway G

5

which connects
to the �-router at level 1 with {s

1

}={01}. Then gateway G
5

routes it to the destination core 6 by coreID={00110}.

3.3.2 Multicast Communication

Multicast communication occurs when transmitting the
same data from a source core to multiple destination cores
simultaneously. It is quite common in manycore systems
for cooperative computing and cache coherence [18] [31].
In this paper, we also present an extension with subsystem-
level multicast ability, namely WRHm-ONoC. For intra-
subsystem multicast, the packet is modulated using mul-
tiple wavelengths according to the destinations’ coreIDs,
and separate copies are sent to each destination through
the nonblocking �-router. For example, in Fig. 3, core CA

can multicast packets to CB and CC at the same time
via two distinct wavelengths. Inter-subsystem multicast
is conducted through the combination of inter-subsystem
unicasting and intra-subsystem multicasting. Specifically,
for each inter-subsystem multicast packet, the source core
unicasts a packet copy to every subsystem which contains
at least one destination. Once the packet copy arrives at
the gateway which connects to the destination subsystem,
the gateway uses intra-subsystem multicasting to send the
packet copy to all the destination cores in the subsystem
through different wavelengths at the same time.

To distinguish between multicast packets and unicast
packets, the packet header contains a multi flag field (1 bit),
i.e., 0

1

0 for multicast and 0
0

0 for unicast. The multicast
address is expressed in the form of {networkID; bit-string},
where {networkID} is used for routing the packet copy to
the destination subsystem, and {bit-string} labels all the
destination cores in the subsystem. {bit-string} contains n
bits where n is the number of cores in each subsystem,
and the ith bit is marked as 0

1

0 only if the ith core is
a destination. Compared with the traditional tree-based
multicast routing [32], our WRHm-ONoC scheme is simple
but very efficient. In tree-based schemes, packet copies
are dynamically generated in routing nodes based on the
distribution of destination cores. However, this requires
each multicast packet to carry the address information of all
the destinations, which increases not only the complexity
of routing algorithm but also the communication overhead.
In WRHm-ONoC, each packet copy only needs to carry
the addresses of destinations in one subsystem where it is
destined to, and no special routing policy is required for
multicast packets in the intermediate gateways.

Note that WRHm-ONoC employs a subsystem-level mul-

ticast scheme to converge the bursty multicast traffics, and
in the worst case (e.g., broadcast), the number of copies
need to be sent via the inter-subsystem unicasting for each
multicast packet is no larger than the total number of
subsystems. Moreover, since the �-router can provide non-
blocking routing for any connected core, intra-subsystem
multicast will not lead to heavy congestion even using
multiple wavelengths at the same; while since the inter-
subsystem multicast traffic is converged and each copy
is transmitted independently similar to an unicast packet,
the load balance can also be achieved through uniformly
selecting a sibling gateway in the routing path.

3.3.3 Wavelength-Level Flow Control

Since the buffer size of each input is strictly limited [33], a
wavelength-level credit-based flow control scheme is used
in gateways to prevent the buffer overflow. When the
buffer queue for a specific wavelength is full, the gateway
postpones any request for using this wavelength until there
is a new vacancy for the incoming packet. Moreover, since
there is no cyclic dependent path in WRH-ONoC and every
packet can be delivered to its destination in a limited
number of hops, it is deadlock- and livelock-free.

4 MODELLING AND ANALYSIS
This section theoretically analyses the performance with a
typical traffic pattern which follows Uniform distribution
in space and Poisson distribution in time. Because of the
inter-subsystem unicasting property of multicast scheme,
we only analyse the case of unicast communication.

4.1 Network Hierarchy
To interconnect N cores using W

max

wavelengths, we as-
sume the hierarchy of �-routers has L levels, and each �-
router at level i connects to a level i+1 �-router via g sibling
gateways, where 1 i<L. The following theorem gives the
minimum number of �-routers required at each level to
interconnect all the cores and gateways.
Theorem 1. The minimum number of �-routers required at
level i, denoted by Ri, can be calculated as

Ri =

8
><

>:

d N
W

max

�g e, i = 1;

d gRi�1

W
max

�g e, i 2 (1, L);

1, i = L.

(1)

Proof: Since each �-router can directly connect to W
max

�g
cores and g gateways using W

max

wavelengths, the min-
imum number of �-routers required at bottom level is
d N
W

max

�g e. For �-routers at level i, they need to connect
to Ri�1

�-routers at level i�1 via gRi�1

gateways. Then
if gRi�1

 W
max

, level i is the top level L and only one
�-router is required, RL = 1; otherwise more than one
�-routers are required, and each �-router at level i also
needs to connect to one �-router at the higher level via g
sibling gateways. Thus, gRi�1

+gRiRiWmax

, and we have
Ri � gRi�1

W
max

�g . Hence, the minimum number of �-routers
required at level i where 1<i<L, is Ri = d gRi�1

W
max

�g e.
From Theorem 1, we can achieve the minimum number

of �-routers and gateways required for N cores with W
max

wavelengths, details in our conference paper [1].
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4.2 Communication Delay

In our analysis, the communication delay is defined as the
amount of time taken for a packet traversing through the
hierarchical network from the source core to its destination.
Depending on the location of destination cores, different
packets go through different number of hops. Let D denote
the average communication delay, we have:

D = ↵Dintra + (1� ↵)Dinter, (2)

where Dintra and Dinter represent the average delivery de-
lays for intra-subsystem traffic and inter-subsystem traffic,
respectively. ↵ is the proportion of intra-subsystem traffic.

For intra-subsystem traffic, each packet only traverses a
specific �-router at bottom level. Due to the high-speed
optical transmission and nonblocking routing, any packet
from different inputs to different outputs has the same de-
lay to pass through the �-router. Thus, the delay for an
intra-subsystem packet is constant and can be computed as:

Dintra = DE/O +D�R +DO/E , (3)

where DE/O and DO/E are signal conversion delays, and
D�R is the propagation delay over one hop of �-router.

For inter-subsystem traffic, the average communication
delay Dinter can be computed as:
Dinter=DE/O+Nhop ⇥D�R| {z }

I

+(Nhop�1)⇥DGW| {z }
II

+DQ+DO/E ,

(4)
where Nhop is the expected number of hops that a packet
needs to traverse. Part I of Eq. (4) is the expected accumu-
lated delay for the packet to traverse all �-routers on the
routing path. Part II of Eq. (4) is the accumulated delay
incurred by packet processing in gateways excluding the
queuing delay, where DGW is the packet processing delay
in a gateway and it can be modelled as:

DGW =DE/O+2Dbuf+Dxbar+Dwl+DO/E , (5)

where Dbuf is the delay for reading and writing the sliced
buffer, Dxbar is the delay for copying a packet from input
to output through an internal crossbar, and Dwl is the delay
incurred by looking up the wavelength routing matrix to
get the right wavelength for the next hop. DQ in Eq. (4)
is the expected accumulated queuing delay in all the gate-
ways which are on the routing path. Actually, DQ is the
only uncertain part of packet delay incurred by gateways.
We model it separately so that Part II only depends on the
average number of hops Nhop.

From Eq. (4), Dinter is a function of Nhop and DQ, which
depend on network structure and traffic patterns. In the
following, we model Dinter for WRH-ONoC with L levels
of �-routers and g sibling gateways under Uniform-Poisson
traffic. Assume each core generates packets following Pois-
son distribution with the same traffic rate ✓, and each core
sends packets to other cores with the same probability.
Hence, the traffic rate from any core i to other core j is ✓

N�1

,
and the proportion of intra-subsystem traffic ↵ is W

max

�g�1

N�1

.

Lemma 1. The probability that an inter-subsystem packet tra-
verses 2i� 1 hops of �-routers is P (2i� 1) =(

1

Ri
� 1

Ri�1

)⇥ N
N�1 ,

where i = 2, ..., L. The expected number of hops that an inter-
subsystem packet traverses is Nhop=

PL
i=2

(2i� 1)P (2i� 1).
The detailed proof of Lemma 1 is given in our conference

paper [1]. In our design, each input buffer slice in the
gateway is a separate FIFO queue. To derive the maximum
injection rate and the relationship between the gateway
buffer size and traffic rate, we first assume the infinite input
buffer in following analysis. Queuing delay with limited
buffer size is analysed in Appendix and evaluated in our
simulations. Hence, each data path in the gateway is an
independent M/M/1 queuing system. We also assume the
routing structure as illustrated in Fig. 5 is a balanced and
complete tree, so that in each level all �-routers connect
to the same number of cores or gateways and every in-
put/output of �-routers are used. The following gives the
expected end-to-end queuing delay for an inter-subsystem
packet. If the routing tree is imbalanced or incomplete, i.e.,
the network is not fully utilized, Theorem 2 gives an upper
bound of the queuing delay.
Theorem 2. The average accumulated packet queuing delay is

DQ=

LX

i=2

⇣
P (2i� 1)⇥

i�1X

j=1

2✓j
µj(µj � ✓j)

⌘
, (6)

where ✓j= N2

N�1⇥
Rj�1

�1
R2

j�1

⇥ ✓
g(W

max

�g) and µj=
sp
td

. sp is the packet
size and td =2Dbuf+Dxbar+Dwl+DE/O.
Proof: For each inter-subsystem packet that traverses 2i�1

hops of �-routers, the packet is routed by i�1 gateways in
both upward and downward directions. Let Ti be the queu-
ing delay in the ith hop gateway. According to Lemma 1,
the probability that a packet passes 2i�1 hops of �-routers
is P (2i�1). Then, the expected accumulated queuing delay
DQ can be computed by

DQ=

LX

i=2

⇣
P (2i� 1)⇥

2i�2X

j=1

Tj

⌘
. (7)

Since the upward and downward traffics are processed
separately in two independent data paths, we analyse the
queuing delay Ti of upward and downward respectively.
(I) Ti in Upward Direction: Since each core generates traffic
following Poisson distribution in time and Uniform dis-
tribution in space with the same traffic rate ✓, the traffic
injection rate in a gateway that bridges a level j � 1 �-
router and a level j �-router can be computed as follows:
the traffic rate from a level j�1 �-router to a level j �-router

is ✓⇥ N
Rj�1

⇥
N� N

Rj�1

N�1 =✓⇥ N2

N�1⇥
Rj�1

�1
R2

j�1

. Since the packets from
a level j�1 �-router to a level j �-router are evenly routed
via g sibling gateways that connect to these two �-routers,
the traffic injection rate in each gateway that connects a
level j�1 �-router to a level j �-router is N2

N�1⇥
Rj�1

�1
R2

j�1

⇥ ✓
g . Ac-

cording to our gateway design, each gateway needs to have
W

max

�g input queues to buffer the packets received from
the level j�1 �-router using W

max

�g wavelengths, since
there is no communication among g sibling gateways. Thus,
the upward traffic injected to each gateway is dispatched
to W

max

�g input queues following Uniform distribution.
Let ✓j denote the traffic injection rate at one input queue
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in a gateway that connects a level j�1 �-router to a level j
�-router. We have ✓j=

N2

N�1⇥
Rj�1

�1
R2

j�1

⇥ ✓
g(W

max

�g) .
In the gateway, input queues are fully connected with

output buffers, and each input queue has an independent
packet dispatcher. Let td represent the packet dispatch
delay which is defined as the average time interval between
two adjacent packets that are sent out from the same output
buffer. Then td = 2Dbuf +Dxbar+Dwl+DE/O. Each input
queue can be modelled as a FIFO queuing system with
the injection rate of ✓j and service rate of µj = sp/td
where sp is the average packet size. Each input queue
is subjected to the Birth-Death process according to the
queuing theory. Assume the probability that q packets stay
in the queuing system is Pj(q) with an initial state of Pj(0),
and we have Pj(q) = Pj(0)⇥ (

✓j
µj
)

q for q � 0. To achieve a
stable queuing system, we should guarantee ✓j

µj
< 1, and

thus the stable average queue length, denoted by Qj , is
Qj =

P1
2

[(q�1)Pj(q)]=
P1

2

[(q�1)(1� ✓j
µj
)(

✓j
µj
)

q
]=

✓2

j

µj(µj�✓j) .
According to the Little’s Law theorem, the stable queue
delay of each input queue is Tj=

Qj

✓j
=

✓j
µj(µj�✓j)

.
(II) Ti in Downward Direction: Similar to upward direction,
the traffic rate from a level j �-router to a level j�1 �-router

is ✓⇥(N� N
Rj�1

)⇥
N

Rj�1

N�1 =✓⇥ N2

N�1⇥
Rj�1

�1
R2

j�1

, which is equal to the
traffic rate from a level j�1 �-router to a level j �-router
because the downward process is symmetrical to upward
process. Since the routing of downward packets is similar
to upward packets through another independent path, we
have Tk =T

2i�k�1

, k2 [1, i�1]. Hence, DQ=

PL
i=2

⇣
P (2i �

1)⇥
Pi�1

j=1

2Tj

⌘
=

PL
i=2

⇣
P (2i� 1)⇥

Pi�1

j=1

2✓j
µj(µj�✓j)

⌘
, where

✓j=
N2

N�1⇥
Rj�1

�1
R2

j�1

⇥ ✓
g(W

max

�g) , and µj=sp/td.

Corollary 1. If WRH-ONoC uses the minimal number of �-
routers and in each �-router all available wavelengths are fully
utilized, the maximal data rate can be achieved is ✓

max

=

sp(N�1)W
max

2

tdN2

, which only relates to the number of cores N ,
number of available wavelengths W

max

, and delay in gateway sp
td

.
Proof: In order to ensure the network stability, each input
queue in a gateway between level j�1 and level j should
satisfy ✓j

µj
< 1, i.e., N2

N�1 ⇥
Rj�1

�1
R2

j�1

⇥ ✓
g(W

max

�g) <
sp
td

. Then, we

can have ✓ < minj2[2,L]

spg(Wmax

�g)
td

⇥ (N�1)R2

j�1

N2

(Rj�1

�1) . When 1 

Rj < Rj�1

, we always have R2

j

Rj�1 <
R2

j�1

Rj�1

�1 for 8j 2 [1, L].

Thus, ✓
max

=

spg(Wmax

�g)
td

⇥ (N�1)R2

L�1

N2

(RL�1

�1) , when j=L. If WRH-
ONoC is constructed by using the minimal number of �-
routers and in each �-router all available wavelengths are
fully utilized, the level L �-router interconnects with RL�1=
W

max

g level (L� 1) �-routers. Hence, ✓
max

=

spg(Wmax

�g)
td

⇥
(N�1)
N2

⇥(

W
max

g )

2⇥ g
W

max

�g =
sp(N�1)W

max

2

tdN2

, so it only relates to
the number of cores N , number of available wavelengths
W

max

, and gateway processing delay sp
td

.
Corollary 2. If data rate is ✓= t✓

max

, 0<t<1, the maximum
buffer size required in a gateway is d t2

1�te in packets/wavelength.
Proof: According to Corollary 1, if the traffic rate ✓✓

max

,
we always have ✓j  µj in any gateway at level j, µj =

sp
td

. Since ✓j is linearly related to the data rate ✓, then if
✓= t✓

max

, 0<t<1, we have ✓j tµj in gateways at level j.
According to the proof for Theorem 2, we have the average
queue length for each buffer slice in a level j gateway to
be Qj =

✓2

j

µj(µj�✓j) . Thus, if the actual data rate is ✓= t✓
max

,
we have the maximum buffer size required in the gateway
to be Q

max

=d (tµj)
2

µj(µj�tµj)
e=d t2

1�te in packets/wavelength.

4.3 Energy Consumption
Let E represent the average energy consumption for trans-
mitting a packet. It can also be computed from two aspects:

E = ↵Eintra + (1� ↵)Einter, (8)
where Eintra and Einter stand for the average energy
consumption for intra- and inter-subsystem traffics, and ↵
is the proportion of intra-subsystem traffic.

The average energy consumption for intra-subsystem
traffic Eintra is composed of the energy consumption for
data modulation EE/O and demodulation EO/E , and the
optical power provided by the light source Els. We have:

Eintra = EE/O + EO/E + Els. (9)
With a given data rate, EE/O and EO/E are constant for spe-
cific O/E and E/O converters. Meanwhile, the light source
should provide sufficient optical power to ensure the pho-
todetector can correctly decode the optical signals. Els is
determined by the light source efficiency ⌘, insertion loss of
waveguides and �-routers IL, and photodetector sensitivity
Pd [9]. Since a separate light source is provide for each core
and gateway, with given clock frequency of fclk, Els can be:

Els =
1

⌘fclk
⇥ Pd ⇥ 10

IL
10 , (10)

where the insertion loss IL (in dB) is the power attenuation
of optical signal when it propagates through all the optical
devices. In our design, insertion loss occurs in waveguides
(transmit through and cross) and �-routers (drop in or pass
an MR). Note that WRH-ONoC only uses passive MRs in
�-routers and the resonant wavelengths are determined by
geometric parameters, thus it has no static energy cost for
tuning MRs like in ONoC using active MRs [9].

The average energy consumption for inter-subsystem
communication includes an electrical part (i.e., gateway)
and an optical part (i.e., light source, O/E and E/O con-
verters) as shown in Eq.(11). For the electrical part, each
packet transmits through Nhop�1 hops of gateways. For
the optical part, each packet should pass Nhop �-routers,
and experience Nhop times of O/E and E/O conversions in
the interface of source/destination core and the gateways.

Einter=EGW (Nhop�1) +(EE/O+EO/E+Els)Nhop. (11)

The energy consumption of gateway EGW is caused by
the sliced input/output buffers, wavelength dispatchers,
crossbars, and static energy cost (e.g., leakage).

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section evaluates the performance extensively with
both real data traces and synthetic traffic patterns. Four
typical hierarchical ONoC schemes are also compared, in-
cluding PNoC [12], HOME [28], ATAC [26], and Firefly [27].
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TABLE 1. Simulation Settings
Clock frequency 1 GHz Packet size 64 bits
Channel bandwidth 10 Gbps/wl Gateway delay 5 cycles
�-router delay 8 stages/cycle Router delay 2 cycles
Router/crossbar delay 8 hops/cycle Overall buffer size Equal

5.1 Simulation Setup
To make fair comparison, we implement WRH-ONoC and
all other schemes based on Noxim [34]. Table 1 summa-
rizes the parameter settings. All optical devices, including
E/O&O/E converters and routers, work with a bandwidth
of 10 Gbps for each wavelength channel [21]. All electrical
devices use a system clock of 1 GHz, thus each clock cycle is
1 ns. Each packet has a constant size of 64 bits, the same size
of a control packet for cache coherence [35]. Thus, multiple
successive data packets need to be transmitted for a single
cache line, e.g., 64 bytes. According to [36], the optical signal
can go through 8 routers in an optical mesh, thus in our
simulation we also configure the delay for optical signal
passing through a �-router to 8 stages/cycle and 8 hops/cycle
in ring-like crossbars for fair comparison. The processing
delay of gateway incurred by buffering, wavelength look-
up, and packet dispatching takes 5 cycles for every packet.
While in other schemes, the processing delay of electrical
router is set to their minimum, 2 cycles. Since Noxim is
a simulator for mesh-based electrical NoCs, we use it to
simulate the path setup process for PNoC and HOME, and
intra-cluster packet delivery for ATAC and Firefly. Thus, the
end-to-end packet delay is the electrical network delay plus
the optical delivery delay. Moreover, since the buffer size in
gateways and electrical routers have significant influence
on energy consumption and area cost, we configure the
overall buffer size in each gateway and electrical router
to be exactly equal. To ensure the accuracy of simulation
results, each simulation run lasts for 500,000 cycles with
10,000 cycles for warmup. The �-router scheme was not sim-
ulated since it is nonblocking with a constant transmission
delay between any pair of connected cores.

5.2 Comparison with Theoretical Results
Fig. 7 compares the average end-to-end delay obtained
from the theoretical analysis and simulation results with the
variation of average data rate when the buffer size of gate-
way is set to infinite. This simulation indicates the upper-
bound performance for a certain network configuration. We
conduct two sets of simulations in which {N,W

max

, g} are
configured to {400, 25, 5} and {480, 30, 6}, respectively. In
the simulations, we set the buffer size to be 1000 packets
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Fig. 8: Trace-based simulations: (a) average end-to-end
delay; (b) delay variations over time (black scholes trace).

to approximate the infinite buffer. It can be seen that the
average delay measured in simulations keeps close to the
theoretical results. When the average data rate ✓ is small
(e.g., ✓  10 Gbps/core), the average end-to-end delay is
also small (⇠25 ns) and remains stable because most of
the packets do not experience much queuing delay in the
gateways. When the average data rate ✓ approaches the
maximum data rate ✓

max

, the average end-to-end delay
increases dramatically because the network becomes sat-
urated and most of the packets need to be queued. This
also validates the correctness of our theoretical analysis.

5.3 Simulation with Data Traces
We firstly evaluate the performance using real data traces.
The data traces are obtained from Netrace [37] which
constructs a 64-core system running PARSEC benchmarks
with 2-level cache and MESI coherence protocol. Even
though the average data rates in these traces are low (less
than 0.24 packets/cycle), they contain bursty (massive data
in a short time) and multicast traffics. For 64 cores, WRH-
ONoC is configured to a 2-level hierarchical network in the
simulations, with {N,W

max

, g}={64, 20, 4}, i.e., 16 cores in
each subsystem, 20 wavelengths used in �-routers, and 4
sibling gateways between two �-routers. We also compare
WRH-ONoC with other schemes. For the regularity, PNoC
is configured to an 8⇥8 mesh network, and HOME uses a
4⇥4 mesh with four cores share one optical router. These
two schemes do not employ WDM and need to reserve the
optical path by the electrical network in advance. ATAC
and Firefly are configured with 16 clusters, 4 cores for each
cluster in a 2⇥ 2 electrical mesh. In ATAC each cluster
has a fixed point to access the global optical ring, while
in Firefly the cores at the same relative position of different
clusters are connected by an optical ring thus with higher
path diversity compared with the ATAC scheme.

Fig. 8(a) shows the average end-to-end delay by running
different data traces. We can see WRH-ONoC achieves the
lowest packet delay (⇠15 ns) compared with the other
schemes. It is worth noting the average end-to-end delay
achieved by WRH-ONoC does not vary much for different
traces. That indicates the communication capacity of WRH-
ONoC can accommodate the traffic variations in all these
traces, since it can process multiple communications in
parallel through different channels via wavelength multi-
plexing and has better load-balance capability to deal with
the bursty traffic and multicast traffic. Since PNoC requires
the end-to-end optical path reservation and has longer
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communication distance using 8⇥8 mesh, its packet delay
is much higher and varies a lot even with a low data rate.
Since HOME has lower communication distance within a
4⇥4 mesh, the path reservation delay is not significant. In
ATAC, the packets need to be transmitted in an electrical
network at both the source and destination sides, and all
of the cores need to compete for the global optical ring,
hence its average delay is a little higher. Firefly can also
achieve better performance compared to others by using
more optical rings, in which the cores at the same position
of each cluster are connected by a separate optical ring.

To further demonstrate the detailed delay variations,
Fig. 8(b) shows the short-term average delay that during a
fixed time interval of 1 million cycles for these schemes us-
ing black scholes data trace. It can be seen the average delay
for WRH-ONoC remains low and stable, while PNoC has
lots of fluctuation in average delay over time. Even though
ATAC and Firefly schemes also have a low fluctuation, their
average packet delays are a little higher than WRH-ONoC.

In trace based simulations, since there are only 64 cores
and the average data rate is low, the performance improve-
ment of WRH-ONoC over other schemes is not significant.
Thus, we will evaluate WRH-ONoC in larger network sizes
and with variable data rates in synthetic traffic patterns.

5.4 Simulation with Synthetic Traffic
We use synthetic traffic to further evaluate the performance
and scalability of large-scale WRH-ONoCs, which intercon-
nect more than hundreds of cores. With the synthetic traffic,
we can evaluate the saturation data rate and the maximum
throughput by gradually increasing the average data rate of
each core. Also the performance for unicast and multicast
communication can be simulated separately.

5.4.1 Comparison with Existing Schemes

We use the unicast traffic which follows Uniform-Poisson
pattern to evaluate the performance of different ONoC
schemes. The total number of cores N is 400. In WRH-
ONoC, the cores are divided into 20 subsystems and or-
ganized as {N,W

max

, g}={400, 21, 1}. In this configuration,
WRH-ONoC has 2 levels of �-routers with g=1 sibling
gateway. Meanwhile, for regularity, in PNoC 400 cores are
connected by a 20⇥20 electrical-optical mesh network, while
HOME interconnects all the four-core clusters using a 10⇥10
electrical-optical mesh. PNoC and HOME use only one
wavelength without WDM. In ATAC and Firefly, 400 cores
are grouped into 25 clusters connected by WDM-based
optical crossbar with a little higher maximum number of
wavelengths than WRH-ONoC (25 to 21), and 4⇥4 electrical
mesh for the intra-cluster communication.

Fig. 9(a) shows the average packet delay with the varia-
tion of average data rate. It can be seen that our scheme can
achieve the lowest end-to-end delay and highest saturation
data rate. When the data rate ✓ is small, most of packets
do not suffer from queuing delay in the routers and gate-
ways. We use zero-load delay, which is the delay without
contention and is a lower bound of the average delay,
to compare these schemes. Since WRH-ONoC has only 2
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Fig. 9: Performance analysis for different ONoC schemes:
(a) average end-to-end delay; (b) throughput per core.
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Fig. 10: Performance analysis with different network sizes:
(a) average end-to-end delay; (b) throughput per core.
levels of �-routers when g=1 and most of packets do not
experience many wavelength reassignments in gateways, it
can obtain the lowest zero-load delay, around 12.6 ns. The
zero-load delay of Firefly is also low, about 18.4 ns, owing
to its low average distance and path diversity. But when
compared with other schemes, WRH-ONoC has significant
advantages. PNoC has the highest zero-load delay, about
60.8 ns, due to the large average length of routing path and
the time-consuming path reservation. The zero-load delays
of HOME and ATAC are 37.4 ns and 47.5 ns. Hence, WRH-
ONoC has at least 46.0% of reduction on the zero-load delay
even in comparison with Firefly, the best of other schemes.

As the data rate increases, the average end-to-end delay
increases as well because of the increasing contentions
occurred in the electrical routers or gateways. Whereas,
our scheme can achieve very low end-to-end delay (<20
ns) even with the data rate of 16 Gbps/core. HOME gets
saturated quickly at 2 Gbps/core due to heavy traffic loads
on the global mesh network with 4 cores in a cluster
sharing one access point. PNoC saturates at around 4
Gbps/core due to the path reservation and poor scalability
of mesh. ATAC and Firefly achieve higher saturation data
rate of ⇠11 Gbps/core since they both utilize the optical
ring for all 25 clusters. The saturation data rate of WRH-
ONoC (⇠17 Gbps/core) is about 8.5, 4.3, 1.55 and 1.55
times of that for HOME, PNoC, ATAC and Firefly owing
to the nonblocking property of �-routers and the fast
wavelength assignment in gateways. Fig. 9(b) shows the
average throughput and our scheme can achieve much
higher throughput than others, ⇠22.1 Gbps/core. Generally,
WRH-ONoC has at least 72.7% of improvement on throughput,
compared to the best of other schemes (12.8 Gbps/core in Firefly).

5.4.2 Impact of Network Size

We evaluate the scalability of WRH-ONoC using different
network sizes. Four groups of simulations are carried out
with 400, 480, 640, and 800 cores. PNoC and Firefly are
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Fig. 11: Performance with different number of sibling gate-
ways: (a) average packet delay; (b) throughput per core.
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Fig. 12: Performance analysis with different buffer sizes: (a)
average end-to-end packet delay; (b) throughput per core.

also compared with 400 and 640 cores. PNoC is configured
as 20⇥ 20 and 20⇥ 32 mesh networks. Firefly uses the
same number of wavelengths as WRH-ONoC in the global
optical ring, and 16 cores in each cluster are connected by
4⇥4 mesh. As shown in Fig. 10, our scheme can achieve
much better performance than PNoC and Firefly when
connecting the same number of cores. It is worth noting that
(i) the performance of PNoC and Firefly deteriorate as the
network size expands. That is because the linearly increased
average hops and severe contentions in the path reservation
for PNoC, and the inefficient electrical local network and
contentions on the optical global network for Firefly. Similar
results can be achieved in HOME and ATAC; (ii) benefiting
from nonblocking �-routers and load balance among the
sibling gateways, our scheme can achieve higher saturation
data rate and average throughput for larger scale systems
by increasing the number of wavelengths and gateways.
For instance, when W

max

is increased from 25 to 50 and
g is increased from 5 to 10, the saturation data rate and
average throughput are more than doubled, even though
the number of cores is also doubled (from 400 to 800).
This is because the proportion of intra-subsystem traffic
increases with the increase of W

max

, and the paralleled
data paths between �-routers increases with the increase
of g. For Firefly, even the optical network can provide
higher bandwidth with more wavelengths, the electrical
local network will become its bottleneck.

5.4.3 Impact of Gateway and Buffer Size

Fig. 11 shows the performance with different number of sib-
ling gateways. Simulations are carried out for a system with
400 cores. WRH-ONoC has 2 levels of �-routers when g=1,
and 3 levels when g=4 and 5. It can be seen that when g=1,
WRH-ONoC has less levels of �-routers, thus it can achieve
lower packet delay due to less wavelength reassignments,
as shown in Fig. 11(a); when g=4 and 5, WRH-ONoC has
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Fig. 13: Performance with different multicast distributions:
(a) average end-to-end delay; (b) average throughput.
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Fig. 14: Performance with different multicast ratios !: (a)
average end-to-end delay; (b) average throughput.
more alternative channels and better load balance ability,
thus it can achieve higher saturation throughput, as shown
in Fig. 11(b). Hence,WRH-ONoC can be configured, according
to the performance requirement of specific applications, on the
number of sibling gateways to achieve a better tradeoff between
the average packet delay and throughput.

Fig. 12 shows the influence of gateway’s buffer size.
Simulations are carried out for a system with {N,W

max

, g}=
{400, 25, 5}. The buffer size in each gateway increases from
1 to 4 packets/wavelength. It can be seen that the performance
is improved by increasing the buffer size from 1 to 2,
because larger packet buffer in the gateways can better
deal with the bursty traffic. However, further increasing the
buffer size to 4 does not greatly enhance the performance.
This is because the average queuing delay in gateways
is very small when the network is not saturated due to
the high-speed transmission in �-routers and the paralleled
packet dispatching in gateways. Even with a large buffer,
in most cases only a small portion of the buffer is used.

5.4.4 Impact of Multicast Traffic

We evaluate the performance of multicast routing with
the parametrized destination’s distribution and multicast
traffic ratio. In our simulation, the destinations of each
multicast packet can be distributed in different subsystems.
The multicast traffic ratio, denoted by !, is the proportion
of multicast packets over the total number of packets.

The simulation results in Fig. 13 reveal the influence
of different distributions of destinations for a 400-core
system with {N,W

max

, g}={400, 25, 5}. The traffic follows
Uniform-Poisson distribution in which !=5% of traffic is
multicast. The parameters {s, n} indicate the destinations
for each multicast are randomly distributed in s different
subsystems with n randomly chosen cores per subsystem.
In the simulation, we set the total number of destinations
for a multicast packet to 20, which is the number of cores
in a subsystem, so that 6 combinations of s and n can be
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evaluated. WRHm-ONoC can achieve much lower delay
and much higher throughput by placing the destinations in
as less subsystems as possible, e.g., the same subsystem or
neighbouring ones, because less packet copies are required
to transmit in the hierarchical network. Very low packet
delay (⇠20 ns) is achieved when all 20 destination cores
are in the same subsystem with up to 8 Gbps/core data rate.
Since for a multicast packet, as many as 20 packet copies
are generated at last-hop gateways, the saturated data rate
is relatively lower compared to unicast simulations, while
saturated throughput is higher due to multiple copies.

Fig. 14 shows the performance with different multicast
traffic ratios. We also compare WRHm-ONoC with PNoC
which uses a tree-based multicast routing [32]. WRHm-
ONoC is configured with {N,W

max

, g}={400, 25, 5}, while
PNoC is in a 20⇥20 mesh. For each multicast packet, there
are 20 randomly chosen destinations. The traffic follows
Uniform-Poisson distribution with different proportions of
multicast traffic. It can be seen that, as ! increases, the
maximum data rate and throughput decrease significantly
owing to much heavier bursting multicast traffic especially
with as many as 20 destinations. However, WRHm-ONoC
can always achieve better performance than PNoC, over
3 times. These results can also be achieved from HOME,
ATAC, and Firefly, especially since multicast traffic can lead
to much heavier congestion on their global optical network.

5.5 Hardware Cost Analysis
In Table 2, we further analyse the requirement of optical
devices (in MRs) of WRH-ONoC and make a comparison
with �-router, since WRH-ONoC is proposed on the basis
of �-router and to solve its scalability problem for large-
scale manycore systems. From this table, it can be seen
that the number of wavelengths, MRs required in E-O
converters (O/E&E/O) and �-routers in WRH-ONoC are
much smaller than those in a global �-router, more than
90% of reduction, (details of the calculation are in our
conference paper [1]). This is because each core in the �-
router needs to directly connect to all the other cores, while
in WRH-ONoC each core only directly connects with the
cores or gateways in the same subsystem. Even though
the use of gateways will increase some hardware costs
on the electrical devices, the number of gateways is much
fewer than the connected cores, e.g., 20 gateways for a 400-
core system when W

max

=25, g=1, and the buffer space is
much smaller than in the traditional electrical routers due
to the high-speed optical transmission. Without mature 3D
integration technology, all the electrical gateways can be
integrated in a separate layer. In a manycore processor chip
with a size of 20⇥20 mm2, the overall footprint of each
gateway can be less than 0.16 mm2 with 45 nm process
according to Orion 3.0 [38].

Table 3 shows the comparison on hardware cost between
WRH-ONoC and the other schemes by using Orion 3.0 [38],
which is often used to estimate the chip area of electri-
cal routers for Network on Chips with the commercial-
popular 45 nm process. According to the table, WRH-ONoC
consumes only the second smallest area of chip among

TABLE 2. Comparison the Requirement on MRs to �-router
Architecture Configuration Requirements of MRs

N W
max

g in E-Os Reduction in Routers Reduction
�-router 400 400 - 159600 - 159200 -
WRH-ONoC 400 25 5 14600 90.85% 13950 91.23%
�-router 480 480 - 229920 - 229440 -
WRH-ONoC 480 30 6 21120 90.81% 20340 91.13%
�-router 640 640 - 408960 - 408320 -
WRH-ONoC 640 40 8 37760 90.77% 36720 91.01%

TABLE 3. Hardware Costs Comparison (area in mm2)

Scheme W
max

Electrical router/gateway Optical router/crossbar

count size per sum count size per sum
area area area area

PNoC 1 400 5⇥5 0.0606 24.23 400 5⇥5 0.0015 0.6
HOME 1 100 8⇥8 0.0782 7.82 100 5⇥5 0.0015 0.15
ATAC 25 400 5⇥5 0.0606 24.23 1 25⇥25 0.0325 0.0325
Firefly 25 400 6⇥6 0.0665 26.59 8 25⇥25 0.0325 0.26

WRH (g=5) 25 125 25⇥25 0.1614 20.17 26 25⇥25 0.0325 0.845
WRH (g=1) 21 20 21⇥21 0.1204 2.41 21 21⇥21 0.0221 0.4641

existing schemes even when g=5. For the electrical part,
PNoC, ATAC, and Firefly need as many as 400 routers,
while WRH-ONoC needs only 125 gateways when g=5
with larger crossbars (25⇥25). Due to the fast wavelength
reassignment and abundant optical channels, WRH-ONoC
has significantly reduced the size of buffers which could
potentially consume a lot of chip area. However, in our
simulation, to make fair comparison, we set the overall
buffer size for the gateways and routers to be exactly the
same among all compared schemes, a decision that has
somewhat disadvantaged WRH-ONoC. It can be seen that
even though WRH-ONoC uses larger crossbar, the total
area cost is smaller than most other schemes due to fewer
gateways used. The overall chip area of our scheme using
5 sibling gateways (the second last row in the table) is
only higher than HOME which has the lowest throughput
capacity. Moreover, if we decrease the number of sibling
gateways from 5 to 1, the number of gateways will be
significantly reduced and the overall area cost is only about
2.41 mm2, which is the smallest among all the schemes (see
the last row in the table). For the optical part, since without
available synthesis tool at present, we estimate the chip
area by assuming each MR takes 3⇥3 µm2 and each OSE
takes 10⇥10 µm2 according to [22]. PNoC and HOME use
a large number of small optical routers in mesh topology,
while ATAC and Firefly use a large optical ring for global
interconnection. WRH-ONoC uses multiple �-routers and
thus more optical devices. However, since the overall chip
area of optical devices only occupies a small proportion on
an ONoC, WRH-ONoC still consumes much less chip area.

From the comparison in Table 3 and simulation results
in previous subsections, it can be seen WRH-ONoC can
achieve better tradeoff between the hardware cost and com-
munication performance than the other existing schemes.

5.6 Energy Efficiency

We evaluate the energy efficiency of WRH-ONoC with data
traces and synthetic traffics, and compare it with the other
schemes. The energy efficiency is defined as the amount of
energy consumed for transmitting one packet in average, in
pJ/packet. In the simulation, we consider both the dynamic
energy consumption (e.g., routing, forwarding) and the
static energy consumption (e.g., leakage). Table 4 lists the
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TABLE 4. Optical Energy Parameters
Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit
Laser efficiency 30 [14] % Receiver 100 [9] fJ/bit
Modulator 100 [9] fJ/bit Photodetector sensitivity -26 [9] dBm
MR drop 0.5 [35] dB Waveguide transmitting 1 [9] dB/cm
MR pass 0.05 [35] dB Waveguide crossing 0.5 [9] dB

TABLE 5. Electrical Energy Parameters (45nm Process)
Wavelengths (max) 20 (for 64 cores) 25 (for 400 cores)
Router/gateway size 5 6 8 20 5 6 8 21 25
Routing (pJ/packet) 8.69 9.83 11.99 20.86 12.12 13.51 16.40 33.51 45.74
Leakage (pJ/packet) 0.36 0.39 0.45 0.62 0.51 0.56 0.65 0.96 1.28
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Fig. 15: Average energy efficiency with (a) 64 cores and
data traces; (b) 400 cores and synthetic traffics.

optical energy parameters used in the simulation, which
are cited from existing works. The electrical energy cost of
gateways in WRH-ONoC and routers in the other schemes
are obtained from Orion 3.0 [38] and given in Table 5.

Since the buffer size in electrical routers and gateways
has huge influence on the energy cost, we set the overall
buffer size to be equal in each router and gateway. With dif-
ferent number of wavelengths in trace based and synthetic
simulations, i.e., 20 wavelengths are used for connecting
64 cores in trace-based simulation and 25 wavelengths
are used for 400 cores in synthetic-based simulation, even
though the overall buffer size is the same, their energy costs
are different and they are listed separately in Table 5.

Fig. 15(a) compares the average energy efficiency with
different data traces. The network configurations are the
same as in Section 5.3. We can see that WRH-ONoC has the
lowest energy cost than other schemes, due to the optical
transmission for both intra-subsystem and inter-subsystem
traffics, and no path reservation through an electrical con-
trol network. PNoC and HOME consume much higher
energy for transmitting a packet, because they need the
hop-by-hop path reservation and release processes in the
electrical network. ATAC and Firefly have relatively lower
energy cost because the optical transmission is used for
global communication, while the electrical routing is still
used for local communication. It can be seen that WRH-
ONoC only consumes about 44 pJ for transmitting a packet, the
overall power consumption is only 1.41 W for 64 cores even with
a data rate of 0.5 packets/cycle.

Fig. 15(b) evaluates the energy efficiency for a 400-core
system with synthetic traffics. It can be seen WRH-ONoC
consumes the second lowest energy when the data rate is
low compared with other schemes. Since WRH-ONoC re-
quires to go through about 2.8 hops of �-routers and larger
crossbar in gateways, the energy cost is a little bit higher
than Firefly which uses only one hop of optical network
and small electrical routers in the local network. ATAC

needs to transmit packets in an electrical local network at
both the source and destination side, so the energy cost
is a little higher. PNoC and HOME consume much higher
energy due to the electrical path reservation process in the
large-scale mesh network. However, as the increases of data
rate, the energy cost for transmitting a packet also increase.
That is because much more static energy is consumed when
the end-to-end delay is increased and the packets keep
being buffered due to contentions in gateways or routers,
even if the static energy cost is low in device-level. Since
WRH-ONoC can achieve much lower communication delay
even at the data rate of 15 Gbps/core as shown in Fig. 9, it
consumes less static energy with slight increase.

From the comparison on energy overhead, it can be seen
WRH-ONoC is more energy efficient compared with the
other schemes, especially in manycore systems with high
bandwidth and low delay requirements, such as on-chip
cloud computing [10] and memory system [14].

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an optical inter-core communication
network, WRH-ONoC. It combines the hierarchical net-
working with wavelength reuse to achieve both high-
performance and sustainable communication for manycore
processors with more than hundreds of cores. WRH-ONoC
has several advantages: (i) reusing a limited number of
wavelength channels for large-scale manycore systems;
(ii) nonblocking optical local communication and high-
throughput global communication; (iii) efficient unicast and
multicast routing schemes. Moreover, WRH-ONoC is a
highly configurable architecture, e.g., the number of sibling
gateways and the size of �-routers, through which it can
achieve better tradeoff between performance and hardware
cost according to the requirements of specific applications.
Simulation results indicate WRH-ONoC can obtain much
lower end-to-end delay and higher throughput for both
unicast and multicast communications with modest hard-
ware cost and energy overhead. In our future work, we will
further analyse the optimal configuration for WRH-ONoC
and investigate the optimal gateway architecture.
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